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Golden State Chariot. Constructed of bent
wood and leather to be both sturdy and
lightweight.
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Ritual Couch. This spectacular piece was
probably the first thing that Howard Carter
saw when he broke the seal of the tomb.

Tutankhamun: Return of the King

South Carolina State Museum

Copy: Tut Underwood, Willie Calloway, 		
Celeste Wszola, Jeff Powley,
JoAnn Zeise, LaRuchala Murphy
Design: Majken C. Blackwell
Editor: Tut Underwood
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Court Sandals. Fashioned of papyrus fiber,
leather, wood and sheet gold.

Head of the Divine Cow. The entrance to the Place
of Eternity was the legendary dwelling place of
Hathor, goddess of the west.
Photos courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art

King Tut Ambassadors Needed!
The State Museum is looking for volunteers to enhance its guests’ experience during the
highly anticipated exhibit Tutankhamun: Return of the King. Are you a friendly and energetic
person who loves history? If you thrive on sharing history with guests and ensuring they
have a positive experience, we want to hear from you!
Volunteer Ambassadors will be positioned inside the exhibit to provide information and
guided tours. Volunteers will be on their feet most of the time.
Requirements:
· 16+ years old
· Pass a background check
· Complete a volunteer application, orientation and training
· Commit to volunteering for the duration of the exhibit, Monday-Sunday
for a minimum of four hours per month.
Training dates will be scheduled according to inquiries.
Please note on your application that you are interested in the King Tut Ambassador
volunteer position. You’ll get as much out of it as you give – and more!

The fabulous treasures of King Tut’s tomb are highlighted by
an exhibit of epic proportions as the State Museum celebrates
its upcoming 25th anniversary by bringing back to the Palmetto
State its most successful blockbuster exhibit.
Tutankhamun: Return of the King is dazzling museum guests with
124 stunning replicas of King Tut’s original treasures. Discovered
in 1922 by British archaeologist Howard Carter, the opening of
King Tut’s tomb was the greatest archaeological find of all time.
“Ten years ago, this exhibit of these exquisite objects became
the biggest, most popular exhibit in our history, drawing more
than 120,000 people,” said Curator of History JoAnn Zeise. “It is
fitting that on the occasion of our 25th anniversary, we celebrate
with the return of this hugely popular show to be enjoyed by the
people who loved it the first time, and by those who weren’t here
or didn’t have a chance to see it back then.”
Among the splendid objects that have been recreated for
this exhibit are Tut’s magnificent chariot, golden shrines, beds,
thrones, jewelry, mummy case and royal mummy.
Also to be seen is perhaps the most instantly recognizable
symbol of the young pharaoh, King Tut’s spectacular funerary
mask.

The exhibit also will tell the story of the “boy king’s” short reign
and the conditions of political intrigue and societal upheaval that
were prevalent during his rule.
“King Tut lived in a time when there was great social, political
and religious upheaval in Egypt,” said Zeise. “His father, Akhenaton,
had spearheaded a movement to change Egypt’s religion from
polytheism, the worship of many gods, to monotheism, the
worship of one. It is believed to be the first monotheistic effort
in history.
“This did not sit well with the established religious leaders. The
movement was crushed, and after Akhenaton’s death, numerous
attempts were made to erase his memory.”
The exhibit also examines King Tut’s much overlooked African
heritage, along with the religious magic of certain sacred objects
and the alleged “curse” of Tutankhamun.
“This exhibit will certainly be a memorable and enriching
experience for anyone who sees it,” the curator said. “We hope
it will be received as enthusiastically as it was a decade ago, and
with all these thrilling objects, we’re sure it will.”

For more information on Tutankhamun: Return of the King, contact JoAnn Zeise at (803) 898-4921 or visit scmuseum.org.
Tutankhamun: Return of the King is presented by the South Carolina State Museum in association with The International Museum Institute of New York.

Member Day, Saturday July 20!

All State Museum members can enjoy special discount prices for admission
to this fabulous exhibit. Only $5 adults, $4 seniors and $3 children.

Regular Ticket Price
Member

Public

Adult $7

$15

Senior $6

$13

Child $5

$11

Tickets include a full day’s
admission to the State Museum.
Children 2 and under are free.
Group and military discounts available.

Available at scmuseum.org or on-site the day of your visit.

Contact La Ruchala Murphy at 803.898.4962 or volunteer@scmuseum.org. You can also
download an application from http://www.scmuseum.org/volunteer/default.aspx
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This Just In: What’s New in the Collection
Opens Sept. 20

Springmaid Art Exhibit Features More Than Art
“Mr. Martin McMartin St. Martin III” wearing the cape, posed with a
The State Museum’s new exhibit Between the Springmaid Sheets
hound dog and a Stutz Bearcat automobile.
is drawing comments on the advertising art that helped make Fort
The model was really none other than company owner Col.
Mill-based textile maker Springs Mills a national powerhouse.
Elliot Springs himself. Springs was the visionary marketing guru
But there’s more than art that is piquing the interest of museum
who turned around the fortunes of his father’s struggling textile
guests. Included in the exhibit are numerous samples of Springs’s
business in the late 1940s and early ‘50s with his now-legendary
non-sheet products.
advertising campaign. Paintings of attractive young women with
A range of items made from multi-patterned Springs cloth can
risqué puns and double entendres in the copy were considered
be found in the museum’s fourth-floor changing gallery.
shocking at the time, though they are quite mild by today’s
“In addition to these important illustrations, we borrowed a select
standards.
group of important textile items from the Springs Close Family
The campaign created a controversy, but
Archive in Fort Mill for this exhibition,”
it sold sheets like wildfire, and resulted in
said curator of art Paul Matheny. “Some
This exhibition provides Springs Mills becoming one of the giants
of these items were produced for sale in
of the American textile industry.
various department stores, while others
a snapshot of an era of
even more to the exhibit than
were custom made for Col. Springs. These
advertising that paved the way theThere’s
art and cloth products, the curator
were used in advertisements that he
for publicity and fashion
said. Printed materials include several
posed for, as well as for everyday use in his
copies of Esquire magazine from 1948,
office.”
trends decades later
containing Springmaid ads. One features
Dresses, shirts and coats are among
a cover Springs liked so much, he bought
the items the show sports. Most contain
the artwork and turned it into a Springmaid ad.
patterns from the print ads that made the mill so famous – and
In addition, museum guests can see the 1948 and 1959 editions
profitable.
of Elliott Springs’s book of stories “Clothes Make the Man, or How
In addition to two sport coats and a Hawaiian shirt made with
to Put the Broad in Broadcloth.”
Springs cloth (bearing images of Springmaids in the pattern), a
“This exhibition provides a snapshot of an era of advertising that
skirt from the period (late 1940s or 1950s) can be seen, as can “his
paved the way for publicity and fashion trends decades later,” said
and her” belts, and even an overnight bag and slippers.
Matheny.
Of particular interest is a man’s yellow-orange cape and bowtie
Between the Springmaid Sheets can be seen through Sept. 8.
from around 1958, made from Persian print fabric which is
adorned with Springmaids. They are accompanied by a photo of

Recently, a newer member of the museum team referred to the fourth floor
changing gallery the staff commonly refers to as “RAG,” as the “Ragland Gallery.”
Actually, “RAG” is an acronym for Recent Acquisitions Gallery, a space that
historically has featured newly-collected items that the museum staff
thought should be seen before they were stored. This gallery title
misinterpretation got the collections staff thinking that it might be time
to put together an exhibition that features some of the more interesting
objects the museum has recently acquired.
“The museum’s collection continues to grow through generous gifts
from individuals and curatorial connections,” said Director of Education
Tom Falvey. Once cataloged and conserved (if necessary), most objects
are stored, to be displayed later for specific exhibit needs.
The new exhibit This Just In will focus on items the museum has
collected between 2011 and 2013. It will feature objects from all the
museum’s disciplines, including significant pottery donations, fossil finds,
South Carolina waterfowl duck stamp illustrations, historic telescopes, and
a Civil Rights era voting booth.
“This will be a great way to present information about the process of
how things are acquired by the museum,” said Falvey.
“But no matter what you call the gallery on the fourth floor
near the overlook, we hope our guests will enjoy seeing
these recently added treasures from our ever-growing
collection.”

Bust of soldier from the 55th Massachusetts Infantry
Regiment, formed in 1863 following the formation of the
54th Massachusetts, made famous in the movie “Glory.”

“

”
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Artifact Donors

We would like to recognize the people and institutions who during the past few months have
generously donated objects to our collection. Their interest, support and generosity have
greatly assisted us in our efforts to continue to build the State Museum for South Carolina.

Curtis Bentley

Zan Maddox

Samuel E. Friedman

Tara Brittain

Carolyn Pumphrey

Matthew Dunlap

Bill Clark

Joseph Lawyer

Dr. Alexander Patrick

Robert Branch

Clifford K. Howe

Eva Carter

Chuck Ciampaglio

SC Migratory
Waterfowl Commission

Jeanet Dreskin

Mary Belser

Janet Ciegler

Michael Phillips

Wildlife Safari Inc.

Charles and Frances Townes

Dick Franz

S o u t h
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Susan Jones

Allison Baker

Richland County Voter
Registration and Elections

Maxie Eades

Vance McCallum
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Programs & Events

Southeastern Toy Soldier Show, Saturday, Aug. 10
Museum Road Show

Summer Edition, Saturday, July 27
It’s summertime, and the living, as they say, is easy. It’s also easy to find out all about
your treasured keepsakes as one of the State Museum’s most popular signature events
returns for its summer edition.
Inspired by PBS’ “Antiques Roadshow,” the program offers informal (verbal) appraisals
of a variety of objects. Whether it be an antique, a collectible or just a beloved tchotchke,
local experts will be on hand to offer information on conservation and to evaluate:
• estate jewelry
• decorative arts
• military memorabilia

• dolls
• textiles
• antique silver

• books
• fine arts
• furniture

Come and see a world in miniature! Toy soldiers and other
“military miniatures” are on display again as the State Museum
presents its 22nd annual Southeastern Toy Soldier Show.
Beginning at 10 a.m., more than 30 exhibitors from across
the South will display and offer for sale a vast array of military
collectible figures. According to History Curator JoAnn Zeise, “the
toy soldiers represent every period of history. Past shows have
included such figures as Hannibal and his elephants, Egyptian
pharaohs, Vikings, Russian czars and czarinas and knights of the
Round Table. There are even miniatures of historical figures such
as Henry VIII, Washington, Grant and Lee, Churchill and Queen
Elizabeth II, to name a few.”
Toy soldiers will not be the only items of interest. Miniature
tanks, planes, cannons and vehicles, as well as books, also will
be available for purchase from exhibitors. Although many pieces
are aimed at the serious collector, enthusiasts of all ages will find

many items to tempt them at modest prices. Several vendors
offer bargain-priced figures of dragons, knights, dinosaurs, etc. for
children eager to spend their pocket money.
More military miniatures will be on display in the South Carolina
Military Miniature Society’s annual diorama. “This year’s diorama
is in conjunction with our new blockbuster exhibit Tutankhamun:
Return of the King and depicts the building of an Egyptian temple,”
said Zeise. “The Egyptian period in history is a fascinating one!
We’re always so excited to see the detail and craftsmanship the
miniature society brings to its depictions. The Society has been
working with us for more than 20 years and always produces an
amazing display.”
Guests also will have the chance to interact with living
history reenactors located throughout the museum on the day
of the event.

For more information about the Southeastern Toy Soldier Show or the military miniature diorama, contact JoAnn Zeise at (803) 898-4942.

New this year! Native American art and artifacts!

Appraisals: 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Ticket Sales: 9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
member pricing
1 item $15
2 items $25

public pricing

3 items $30
4 items $35

1 item $20
2 items $30

3 items $35
4 items $40

Fees are based on the number of items evaluated and are non-refundable.
Limit four items total.
• Guests will receive a verbal appraisal at the event for informational purposes only.

Treasures of the Nile
Family Mini-adventure
Friday, Aug. 23

Have you ever wanted to spend the night at
the museum but are afraid of the dark?

• Because of the popularity of this event, guests should come prepared to wait.
• Participants are responsible for moving objects from their vehicles and back again.

This program is perfect for you! Featuring activities such
as a treasure hunt or craft, a special Egyptian-themed
movie, guests also will tour the blockbuster exhibit
Tutankhamun: Return of the King. Check our website
scmuseum.org for pricing, time and other details.

• The Museum assumes no responsibility for lost or damaged objects.

Information & Registration:

scmuseum.org • publicprograms@scmuseum.org • 803.898.4952
Community Partner

For more information, e-mail publicprograms@scmuseum.org, visit southcarolinastatemuseum.org or call 803.898.4999
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Section & Events
Programs

Museum News

Calendar at a Glance

July

23rd - Treasures of the Nile Mini-adventure. See page 7 for
details.

1st - 31st - Museum and a Movie.

Fall Heritage Festival and Pickin’ Party
Saturday, Sept. 21 • 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

• South Carolina barbecue from award-winning barbecue masters at the
annual Pig Pickin’ (plates and sandwiches available for purchase)($)
• The talents of some of South Carolina’s best singers and musicians;
• Meet South Carolina folk artists and crafters on the Museum grounds and
shop for pottery, paintings, jewelry, handmade soaps and more
• See live demonstrations of blacksmithing and more
• Pumpkin painting($) and other children’s activities
• And so much more!

Enjoy Folk Art, Food and Fun!

It’s the State Museum’s annual autumn
tradition— the Fall Heritage Festival and Pickin’
Party! With mouth-watering barbecue on the menu
and the best of South Carolina’s musical talent,
guests will enjoy a day filled with fall activities for
the whole family.

Community Partner

Museum and a Movie
Free with Museum admission or membership

In July and August, see two fascinating documentaries exploring the mysterious world of the ancient
Egyptians revealed in the new blockbuster exhibit Tutankhamun: Return of the King.

4th - Museum open for Independence Day!
6th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

24th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

7th - $1 Sunday. General admission only $1.

31st - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

13th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

September

20th - King Tut Member Day! Members receive reduced
admission to Tutankhamun: Return of the King exhibit
today. See page 3 for details.

1st - $1 Sunday. General admission only $1.

1st - 2nd - Museum and a Movie.
2nd - Museum open for Labor Day!

20th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

7th- Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

27th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

7th & 8th - Museum and a Movie.

27th - Museum Road Show: Summer Edition. Local experts
will offer informal appraisals of fine art, textiles, military
memorabilia, furniture, jewelry and much more. See page 6 for
details.

August
1st - 31st - Museum and a Movie.
3rd - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
4th - $1 Sunday. General admission only $1.

14th - Tut’s Tea Party. This special afternoon tea party for
children and the special adults in their lives will feature
Egyptian crafts, party games and an array of tea party food
appealing to children. Guests are encouraged to dress up for
the event in their best party finery for a delightful afternoon.
Check our website, scmuseum.org, for pricing, time and other
details.
14th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
14th & 15th - Museum and a Movie.
21st - Fall Heritage Festival. Come join us for the State
Museum’s annual autumn celebration, the Fall Heritage Festival
& Pickin’ Party! See details on page 8. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Egypt Eternal

10th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Witness one dazzling find after another as breathtaking treasures are
unearthed from the Cliffside of Tombs overlooking the Nile Valley to the
sprawling Valley of the Golden Mummies. 60 min.

10th - Southeastern Toy Soldier Show. See, buy or trade toy
soldiers or other military miniatures from various periods of
history. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. See page 7 for details.

21st - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

11 a.m. • July 1 - 6, 15 - 20, 29 - 31 and Aug. 1 - 3, 12 - 17, 26 - 31

17th - Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

28th- Museum Highlights Tours. Join a weekend walk-in tour
highlighting museum exhibits. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

1:30 p.m. • July 8 - 14, 22 - 28 and Aug. 5 - 11, 19 - 25

21st & 22nd - Museum and a Movie.

28th & 29th - Museum and a Movie.

Egyptian Secrets of the Afterlife

Dates are subject to change. Please call ahead to verify programs at 803.898.4999 or visit scmuseum.org

What did Egyptians believe they would encounter on their afterlife
journeys? Follow world-renowned archaeologist Dr. Zahi Hawass as he
excavates a mysterious tunnel at the bottom of Seti’s tomb. 50 min.

Changing
Exhibitions

11 a.m. • July 8-13, 22-27 and Aug. 5 - 10, 19 - 24
1:30 p.m. • July 1 - 7, 15 - 21, 29 - 31 and Aug. 1 - 4, 12 - 18, 26 - 31
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Notes From Our Director, William Calloway

Advocating for the State Museum
As I write this column, we have just successfully overridden a budget veto that would have eliminated
all state funding ($90,000) for our marketing department. It was a close vote in both the House and the
Senate. In the Senate we lost the first vote by four votes but we were able to obtain the required 28 votes
on the second vote.
As we continue to face opposition in the State House regarding operational funding, I am mystified
and disappointed that the true message of the benefit of the State Museum to the state of South
Carolina is not getting through to our elected officials.

THIS MUST CHANGE AND I NEED YOUR HELP!!
The following recaps our position and justification for state funding. Please review this message and talk with or write your legislators,
and urge them to support our efforts to fulfill our mission:

The State Museum collects, preserves, and presents the stories of South Carolina through engaging
exhibits and programs that educate and enrich the visitor.
Why the state should fund the State Museum

Description of Reductions			

1. The State Museum is a quality educational institution.

1. Staff reductions: 63 percent reduction from peak level; 67 full
time staff down to 25, a reduction of 42 staff

• Accredited by the American Alliance of Museums and
sanctioned by the Smithsonian

2. Elimination of 24-hour staffed security

• Third most visited facility in the state for school field trips

3. Reduction in security personnel to protect on-floor artifacts

• School visitation is 65,000/year - all South Carolina counties
represented

4. Closing of a changing exhibit gallery			

• Hands-on learning that is standards based
2. The State Museum runs an efficient and productive operation.
• Earned revenues = $1,600,000, which funds 65 percent of the
museum’s operational expenses
• Attendance averages 150,000 per year
• Grants and State Museum Foundation support = $200,000 per
year
• 150 volunteers contributed more than 9,500 hours to the
museum – a value well in excess of $180,000
3. The State Museum delivers $22,000,000 in economic impact
to the state.
• It is a cultural tourism destination with an estimated direct
impact of $7.3 million and 133 jobs.

5. Elimination of artifact acquisition funds, and lengthy delays in
authenticating possible artifact donations
6. Reduced ability to promptly respond to citizens’ requests and
questions
7. Limited ability to conserve the 100,000 artifacts citizens’ have
entrusted the museum with
8. Limited care for the artifacts on display in the exhibit galleries
9. No education manager to develop current school study
programs to meet revised standards
10. No science and technology curator to oversee collection,
galleries and education for a core discipline
11. Reduction in purchase of paid advertising		
12. Reductions in public programs offered
13. Reduction in exhibit repair and maintenance

• Visitors come from a wide geographic area - 50 percent outer
market, 10 percent outside the state

14. No supply funds for educational materials, conservation
supplies, traveling exhibit repairs

• Out of town visitors contribute $15 million in impact

15. We would not be able to support outreach requests for
guidance and on-site assistance to other museums in the state

• Private investment of more than $10 million in the past 20 years
4. The State Museum has lost 56 percent in discretionary state
funding in the past three years - from a budget in 2009 of
$2,170,000 down to $964,100 for 2013; a decrease of
$1,206,000.
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Come see us this summer and be sure
to see the fascinating exhibit

Tutankhamun:
Return of the King.

17. Difficulty in securing grants because of staffing reductions that
jeopardize AAM accreditation

Contact Your
Legislators Today!
Contact House Members at:

www.scstatehouse.gov/member.php?chamber=H

Contact Senate Members at:

www.scstatehouse.gov/member.php?chamber=S

NOTE: Include the word “constituent”
in the subject line in your e-mail to
get a quicker response.

M u s e u m

“When I read about the State
Museum’s traveling exhibit by
silhouette artist Clay Rice, I just had to
have it for the Paper Cuts show,” said
Angela Fowle, exhibitions manager
for the Foundry Arts Centre. The Art
Centre resides in what was once a
train car factory in St. Charles, Mo.
Now a vibrant home for the arts, the
Centre organizes several themed
exhibits each year.
Paper Cuts is a juried exhibition
showcasing hand-cut paper pieces. The Lonely Shadow: Silhouette Art
by Clay Rice will be on view at the Centre until Sept. 27. Rice will travel to
St. Charles to cut silhouettes as part of the Foundry’s summer program.

Also on view:
The Great Charleston Earthquake, 1886 at the Old Santee Canal Park
and Museum until July 31.

Hurry!

Voting Ends
July 19th.

3. Educational impact.
S t a t e

Tom Falvey, the State Museum’s director
of education, spoke to a session of the
Smithsonian Affiliates in Washington, D.C.
June 11.
Falvey was invited to brief the group
on the museum’s partnership with
South Carolina Educational Television,
specifically its digital outreach to all the
schools in the state.
He narrated a video that gave an
overview of several videos the museum
and ETV have made for schools over
the past several years, and gave a short
history of the museum’s relationship
with ETV. In addition, he discussed the
agencies’ distance learning program
“South Carolina State Museum Resources
for Educators.”
“One of the nicest things I got to talk
about was the additional abilities and new modes of distance education
we’ll be able to offer through our Windows to New Worlds expansion
and infrastructure,” said Falvey. “It was a very beneficial trip, and I hope
that it will help to further spread the museum’s reputation nationally as
a cutting edge resource for distance education.”

Traveling Exhibits Go Long Distances

16. Volunteer recruitment, training, and retention has been
negatively impacted

The staff and leadership of the State Museum has done a masterful job in maintaining museum operations even in light of these
drastic expense reduction measures. The danger is that these are all SHORT TERM solutions that will drastically and negatively impact the
museum in the long term. We must find a way to replace a portion of these lost funds before we find ourselves in an irresolvable situation
regarding –

1. Accreditation

While the Windows to New Worlds renovation and
expansion of the museum will bring us new visitors and
meaningful new opportunities, it also brings new costs.
We fully anticipate that these new costs will be covered
by the new revenues but they will do nothing to offset
the impact of losing 56 percent of our budget. We must
continue to be diligent in our advocacy for the museum
so we can once again perform all of the responsibilities
and obligations of being the caretakers of the rich history
of the state of South Carolina through our collections and
educational programs.
Please join me in being an advocate for the State
Museum. Follow the links below to find your State Senator
or House Representative.
Thank you for all each of you has done to support the
museum over the past 25 years. As we approach our
25th anniversary, let’s all work together to insure that the
State Museum remains the quality educational institution
where more than four million schoolchildren and families
have gathered since we opened in October 1988.

Education Director Addresses
Washington Conference

S.C. Watermedia Exhibition on view at the North Myrtle Beach
Historical Museum until July 30. It then travels to the Aiken County
Museum where it will be on display until Aug. 31. It can be seen at the
North Charleston Cultural Arts Gallery for the month of September.
Camera Man’s Journey: Julian Dimmock’s South opens Sept. 1 at
Hickory Hill and the Tom Watson Birthplace in Thomson, Ga.
Mud Sweat and Cheers: Football in the Palmetto State opens Sept. 1
at the Clinton Museum, Clinton, S.C.
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Foundation News
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
John F. McCabe, Board Chair &
Executive Committee Chair
Roger Whaley, Past Board Chair
DeDee Rowe, Secretary

Museum Observatory to
Bring Stars Closer to S.C.

Ned Nicholson, AdvocacyAwareness Committee Chair
James Suddeth, Treasurer &
Investments Committee Chair
James Hazel, Audit Committee Chair

In a few months, the stars are going to get a little closer to the Palmetto State
than they are now.
Specifically, they’ll be drawn nearer by the State Museum’s state-of-the-art
observatory, now under construction.
“The observatory will offer so much to our guests, we’re buzzing with excitement,”
said Director of Education Tom Falvey. “Both groups and individuals will be able to
make direct observations through the eyepiece of our giant, historic 12 3/8-inch
lens Alvan Clark telescope, as well as virtual viewing through video screens both
in the observatory and in other parts of the museum.
“A 425-square foot outdoor terrace will accommodate 25 people for special
observing events with modern instruments, and special occasions will feature
antique telescopes that will enable today’s viewers to see the heavens as people
of centuries past saw them.”
Though not set at this time, the observatory obviously will be open a number
of nights on a regular basis, said Falvey. “Some extended hours will be a regular
occurrence to give the public as much access as we can,” he said. “Plus, there will
be many special occasions to open the facility, such as for camp-ins, facility rentals
and other evening programs. Special events in the Vista, such as Vista Lights, may
be opportunities for observatory programs, and special holiday hours also will
probably be offered.”
While all other known observatories are cylindrical, “ours could be the only
rectangular observatory in the world.”
Why would that be? “Because it’s being built inside an existing, rectangular
space. Other observatories are built cylindrically from scratch, but none that
I know of has ever been built into a rehabilitated space like ours. Plus, to build
round walls into a square space would waste valuable corner space.”
The facility’s dome, of course, will be round.
One of the most important functions of the observatory will be its tremendous
boost to science education in South Carolina. Using the Internet from any
classroom in the state, teachers and students will have electronic control to direct
the movement of the telescope to areas of the sky they wish to study.
They also will have access to a staff astronomer to guide observing sessions, and
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) – connected activities
to help them learn, using museum-provided materials to better absorb lessons
about the distant places they will see.
And, of course, students coming to the museum will have the onsite experience
of looking through a lens and seeing light from objects in outer space. “They’ll see
bright nebula (clouds of gas and dust in space) and planets of our solar system like
they’ve never seen them before,” said Falvey.
“We hope their experience with the observatory will inspire scientific literacy in
students, and that many will consider careers in the sciences, such as aerospace
engineering, astronomy, math, systems analysis, astrophysics and astrobiology,
the search for life on other planets.”
With all these applications, one would think the list of uses for the facility would
be exhausted. Not so, said the educator. The space also will accommodate,
and feature, music, talks, and other programs not limited to astronomy, but on
history, nature and more. Not only that, but the facility will accommodate classes,
workshops and other professional development opportunities for teachers.

Jan Shackelford, Public Relations Committee Co-Chair
Ann Oliver, Public Relations Committee Co-Chair
Frank J. Cox, Development Committee Chair
Gray Culbreath, State Museum Commission Chair,
Ex-Officio
William P. Calloway, State Museum Executive Director,
Ex-Officio
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Pamela Bynoe-Reed
Tom Camp
Mark Clary
Polly Howser
Dr. Valinda Littlefield
David Morrow
Julian J. Nexsen Jr.
Lenora Price
Brad Rustin
Pat Segars
Dr. Rodger Stroup

July marks the beginning of a new
fiscal year for the S.C. State Museum
Foundation, and I want to take this
opportunity to thank you for helping us
get here. The past fiscal year has been
full of change – saying goodbye to
some staff members, bringing on two
new ones and beginning construction
on the Museum’s most ambitious
project since it opened its doors in
1988. Through your membership,
annual fund donations or perhaps your
business’s Community Partner support,
you have helped us in our mission to support the State Museum.

Vernie Williams

WINDOWS TO NEW WORLDS CAPITAL
CAMPAIGN HONORARY CO-CHAIRS
Charles F. Bolden Jr., NASA Administrator,
Maj. Gen., USMC (ret.), NASA Astronaut (former)
Philip Lader,
Former U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St. James’s
Dr. Charles H. Townes,
Nobel Laureate in Physics
Mrs. Mary Wood Beasley
Former First Lady of South Carolina

Foundation Staff
John (Jay) R. Pitts Jr.
Executive Director
Whitney Evans
Development Officer

Thank you for all that you’ve done to allow the Museum
to continue providing its hands-on and in-depth learning
experiences to students and adults across our state and beyond.
But our job is never over. With the new attractions of Windows to New Worlds
coming in the next year, the Museum will have the opportunity to create exciting
new programs and events. These will give all of us here in South Carolina a chance
to learn about the universe around us through the latest technology. Of course, this
means the Foundation – and you – will be needed to help support these programs
financially.
We will soon renovate our different levels of membership, just as our Museum is
being renovated, to better suit your needs. We want to include our new features into
your membership – from taking in a laser show or learning about the cosmos in our
digital dome planetarium to being at the center of the experience in our 4D theater.
I am eager for the upcoming fiscal year and the even greater changes it will bring
to the Foundation and the Museum. Change is an inevitable part of life – it means
that we’re not stagnant. We’re growing as a state, as citizens, as a museum and as a
foundation – and we will soon be able to learn even more each day, using one of the
brightest and most up-to-date facilities in the Southeast.

Sydney Cummins
Membership Manager
Laurie Belger
Financial Analyst
Katrina Davis
Executive Assistant

Eagle Nebula, courtesy of NASA
S t a t e

Our Job Is Never Done

Kara Sproles Addy

Follow the progress of Windows to New Worlds on
the museum’s website, scmuseum.org.
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Many Thanks To Our Community Partners!

You Make it Happen!

YEARS

1938-2013

75

At torn eys for businesses & p rofes sionals sin ce 19 3 8

tours, Great Food and GOOD Friends

Legacy Celebration Updates Long-Time Supporters

The State Museum has a tremendous appreciation for its
supporters, so we recently let some of our original backers
behind the construction tape to see the progress on our Windows
to New Worlds project. Many of the cavernous open spaces that
now exist where walls and offices used to be will soon be filled
with artifacts, telescopes and new ways for our guests to learn
and enjoy.
Our Legacy Celebration was an event to say “thank you” to
our major donors, former Foundation board members and
former commissioners for their help in getting the Museum and
Foundation to this historic moment.
In addition to the construction, our guests were excited to learn
about the ways that our new facility will allow us to partner with
major scientific organizations to teach students around our state
STEM-related lessons. We want to share that information with
you, our members.
STEM – science, technology, engineering and math – will be
the foundation of the job market in the future and, as Director

of Education and Science Curator Tom Falvey said, “It’s important
because everything in your life has a scientific connection.”
Through partnerships with NASA Langley, the S.C. Space Grant
Consortium, Boeing and the University of South Carolina’s
McNair Center, the State Museum will be able to create a STEM
framework for schools in our state –whether it’s an overnight trip
to the observatory for an elementary school class or graduate
students spending a semester here doing research on satellites
and new ways to make communication quicker and easier.
Falvey pointed out that the United States has been surpassed
by many other countries in science and math education.
However, special projects, like the one the Museum is about to
embark on with its dedicated science partners, will go a long
way toward changing that. Whether the students grow up to
become engineers and scientists, or to work in another field, but
with knowledge of scientific literature, it’s an important mission.
“It’s a very similar time to Sputnik in the 1950s,” he said. “It’s our
generation’s space race, but it’s not just space.”

&

In memory of
Mary Frances Sinclair Harris

Memorials Tributes

Joyce V. Harris
Sydney & Betty Alverson
Docent Sharing
Interpreters
Derek Riley & Debi
Schadel

In memory of
Frances “Pat” McDermott

Margaret H. Norris
George & Patsy
McIntosh
Lucy C. Rabb
Charles B. Kearse
Bernice Higgins

Docent Sharing Interpreters

In Honor of
Ron Shelton
Patricia C. Russell

If you would like to honor a friend or family member through a donation to the

For information on how to become a Community Partner, please call 803.898.4992.

South Carolina State Museum Foundation, please call 803.898.4935.
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Smithsonian Affiliations
Membership Program

Egypt has Arrived!

Find Unique Egyptian Treasures at the State Museum.
The king is in the building, and with “King Tut’s” arrival, you’ll get a wealth of Egyptianthemed treasures to choose from at the Cotton Mill Exchange!

“Tut” souvenirs include:
• mugs, magnets, notepads, plush toys, bookmarks and keyrings
• posters, notecards and postcard books
• Lots of Egyptian jewelry, much of it handmade by Egyptian craftsmen
• Replicas of Egyptian statuary, made in Egypt
• CD of music from the exhibit
• Educational books and puzzles for all ages
• And much more!

Remember to bring your State Museum
membership card to take advantage of
your 10 percent member discount!

Planning Fall Events?

Plan them at Your State Museum!
The building may be under construction, but your State
Museum is still one of the classiest places in the Midlands to host
an event! Choose from the spacious Atrium, the Congaree Room,
the atmospheric Charleston Courtyard or the versatile Palmetto
Gallery. Plus, the Red and Blue rooms offer small groups privacy and
convenience for meetings. Whether it’s a birthday party, reception,
or any other function, having it at the State Museum will make it
extra special!
Contact Margaret Farish at 803.898.4901 or margaret.farish@scmuseum.org.

All proceeds benefit YOUR State Museum.
Museum Hours: Open Tues. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sun. 1 - 5 p.m.
Closed Mondays between Labor Day and Memorial Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve, Christmas Day and Easter

